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I can help them about/ especially with the direction for the job situation.
And then the Indian can tt,o back and say something. . Seem like tti$ white
man looks right at him and sees straight through him.

And if he sees

this, well the white man. The. Indian can't even look the white man straight"
in'the eye. Of course, there's some questions that the Indian can't even
answer because they don't know—they don't know intelligently enough to
t

ask questions that people, I guess you could say, force them to .say. Or
surprise 'em to say, like you doin' with me tonight. Anyway, I'm—I'm
doing my best,

^

(You're doing wonderfully- well.

You're beautiful.)

'

But anyway. Like I say, the Indian can always get a job. Usually, he'll
start out from the lowest jobs.

But he does'n't have time to hunt around

and pick the best job which is suitable t,o him. An Indian—lots of times,
maybe hje'sgot two years of college education. He's -doing a'welder's }ob. .

i
*
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•
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The reason for this is that he needs a job at the time and he couldn't
i

afford to mess around, I guess you would say, look airound for. another job,
I'm sure he could find another job better qualified to and something he's1
better'qualifiediat. Then at the time hefs at the kelder's job. He loses
all his 'interestf inside the' job he's more qualified at doing. But in this
way because of hjis being lack" of Interest and time nojb involved in what
he's really qualified to do. Just loses everything that he co>ild be

y
/

trained to. Therefore, he's only'capable of what he*s currently doing
at the time.
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(Whatever he can pick up at the;, time !o aake a living.)
This; is what he's really lookin' out. for.
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Is lookin' out for a living.

'

(Well, what 4o you think about this, job i^ainiri*'program?

'
I understand

that Oklahoma turns out absolutely droves of welders, Welders. Welders,
i
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